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SECTION 1: OVERVIEW
InTechnology’s Internet Service provides robust Internet connectivity to customer
sites and to customer environments within InTechnology Data Centres.
InTechnology has fault-tolerant inter-connections with several Tier 1 transit
providers at various sites across the UK. Access to the Internet is provided to
customer sites using our MPLS core (LANnet) based suite of connectivity options
and is available within all InTechnology Data Centres.

SECTION 2: SERVICE DEFINITION
ACCESS METHODS
InTechnology offers a variety of connectivity options to deliver the Internet
Service to customer sites, including ADSL and Ethernet connections. The various
connection options are detailed in their respective Service Specifications.
The Internet Service is also available within InTechnology Data Centres.
Customers subscribing to the InTechnology Hosting Service can access the
Internet via LANnet Data Centre Ports.
Service Inclusions/Exclusions
Service Element

Service Inclusion

Service Exclusion

Internet Bandwidth

Bandwidth connectivity to
the Internet via multiple
Tier 1 Transit Providers

Resilient connection to
Customer site (see
LANnet)
Web Servers
Web Space
Internet Software

Infrastructure Services

Secondary Email Services
Primary DNS resolution
DNS Cache Servers
NTP Services
Domain Name Transfers

Primary Mail Servers
Domain Name
Registration
Mail / Web Screening
Virus Checking

SECONDARY EMAIL SERVICE
The InTechnology service incorporates a secondary email service as a backup
facility to the customer's own SMTP mail server. If the customer's email server or
network connection fails, incoming emails will be temporarily held on our resilient
secondary email server infrastructure. These stored mails will then be sent to the
customer’s email server once it is back online.

DNS CACHE SERVERS
DNS cache is a name server, which does recursive queries to find the
authoritative answer to an Internet DNS request made by a user. Once this
answer has been acquired it is then cached for a finite set period or 'time to live’.
Using DNS caching makes popular queries faster and reduces overall bandwidth
usage.
As part of the service, InTechnology provides highly available, resilient
DNS infrastructure to resolve IP addresses for outgoing web, email and
other requests from users of the Internet service.

DOMAIN NAME REGISTRATION & HOSTING SERIVCE
InTechnology manages domain name registration, renewal, transfer and release
on behalf of the customer.
In addition, InTechnology also provides the authoritative domain name resolution
service for any customer domain names that are administered by InTechnology. A
highly skilled team is available to validate and implement customer DNS change
requests relieving the customer of this often understated business critical
function.
Authoritative Domain name resolution is a critical part of delivering web content
and emails to end users. The domain name administration service is a chargeable
additional service, provided by InTechnology to enhance the Internet Service.
Registration
As long as sufficient information is provided when our sales team take an order
for a domain registration, the domain will be registered and established within 48
hours.
Renewal
When registering the domain, InTechnology will mark the auto-renewal flag on
the registrar’s database. This means that under normal circumstances, after the
registration period (ordinarily two years) elapses, the domain name will be
automatically re-registered and InTechnology will charge the customer for the
renewal. ‘Renewing by default’ saves potentially serious disruption should a
customer forget to instruct us to renew the domain before it expires.
It is possible to opt out of auto-renewal, however we urge Customers to think
carefully about the potential ramifications of domain name expiration before they
choose to do so. Customers who do not wish to renew should send instruction to
InTechnology in writing at least six weeks prior to the end of the registration
period.
If InTechnology has not received a written instruction to cancel auto-renewal, the
registrar will renew the domain name and bill us accordingly. InTechnology will

then charge the customer the amount published in the price-book for the
renewal.
Transfer
Domain name hosting can either be transferred away from, or into InTechnology
administration.
InTechnology service desk personnel are experts in the transfer process and will
deal with the technical aspects of transfers. We will co-operate fully with
requests to migrate a domain name into the administration of another registrant
agent, and there is no cost associated with this process.
Please note that when administration of a domain is transferred to InTechnology
from another registrant agent, a transfer charge applies.

Contract Period for the Resolution Service
Contracts for the domain name resolution service run for 24 months.
Auto-renewal is offered to protect the interests of the customer. As above, if we
do not receive written instruction to cease auto-renewal of the domain name at
least six weeks before the end of the contract, the contract for the domain name
resolution service will be renewed automatically for a further 24 months.
Separate charges apply for registration / transfer and that of the domain name
resolution service (i.e. running the DNS service itself).

INTERNET BANDWIDTH PERFORMANCE
InTechnology offers two classes of Internet bandwidth:
The ‘Standard’ bandwidth service offers cost-effective Internet access. Internet
bandwidth is shared between subscribers to offer a good service level at a
reduced price.
The ‘Premium’ class of Internet bandwidth offers the highest performance
available. This Internet bandwidth is essentially uncontended under normal
operating conditions.
InTechnology supports requests to upgrade from Standard to Premium bandwidth
during the term of the contract.

PUBLIC IP ADDRESS ALLOCATION
InTechnology is an Internet Registry partner of RIPE (Réseaux IP Européens) and
has devolved authority for allocated IP address space. InTechnology also run its
own BGP routing Autonomous System (AS). For Internet connectivity, we assume
clients connecting to the Internet will use Network Address Translation (NAT) to

map internal private Internet addresses to a single public Internet address. With
this in mind, InTechnology usually allocates a block of eight valid Internet IP
addresses (/29 subnet mask). Of the eight addresses assigned, the Customer
can use five, leaving the remaining three to define the ‘broadcast’ address, the
network address and one allocated to the terminating router. Customers requiring
additional IP addresses need to make a specific request, via ourselves, under the
rules of RIPE. All customers will be provided with a RIPE IP address form and this
must be completed before the allocation of IP addresses can take place.

SERVICE IMPLEMENTATION
The Internet Bandwidth Service can be delivered to either a customer site via a
LANnet circuit connection or to a customer’s environment within an InTechnology
data centre via a LANnet DC port (please see LANnet Service Specifications).
Commissioning of the Service will be complete when the circuit or port has been
deployed and also a number of other elements:
•
•
•
•

Circuit installation (if appropriate)
Configuration and testing of the Customer Site Router or DC port
Internet Service delivery
Service handover

SERVICE SUPPORT
The InTechnology technical support desk personnel are available to respond to
queries 24 hours a day, 365 days a year Staff provide a fast and efficient
response to all customer Internet Service queries, including those relating to mail
relay, IP addressing, DNS resolution, etc.

DELIVERY TIMESCALES
This is subject to the timescales for delivery of the specific connection mechanism
used to connect the customer’s site to the InTechnology core network. For
Internet bandwidth delivered to existing DC ports, under normal circumstances,
the service will be provisioned in 10 working days.

SECTION 3: CHARGING POLICY
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES: DESIGN, DEPLOYMENT & INTEGRATION

Set-up charges for the Internet Service are as follows:
•
•

One-off charges for Data Centre Ports and customer access circuits are
detailed in the LANnet Service Specification
There are ordinarily no set-up charges for the provision of Internet
Bandwidth which includes the following components:
o Pre-sales consultation
o Basic Internet connectivity design
o Core and CPE configuration
o Service testing and internal documentation

InTechnology staff will undertake this work during normal office hours (9:00 –
17:00 Monday to Friday excluding Bank Holidays).
Any customer requests for work to be completed outside of these hours
will be accommodated where possible and such work will be subject to
additional charge.
All other components will carry additional charges, including, but not limited to,
the following items:
•
•

Any consultancy required to plan migration from, or integration with,
existing Internet connectivity
Any documentation produced for the benefit of the customer detailing the
implemented solution

The recurring charge for the Internet service is based on the amount of
bandwidth ordered or ‘used’. InTechnology offers two options:
o
Customers can order a ‘fixed’ amount (e.g. 10Mbps) and they will
not be able to use more than this ‘cap’; this has the benefit that
recurring charges are fixed and predictable.
o Alternatively for some connectivity options, customers can pay
based on the amount of bandwidth they use. InTechnology uses the
industry standard 95th percentile measurement method. Customers
pay for a commitment (say 10Mbps) at a lower rate; bandwidth is
not ‘capped’ at this rate and if the customer uses more than
10Mbps, they are charged for the excess at a slightly higher rate.
Please see the LANnet Core ‘Service Spec’ for more details of our professional
engineering/consultancy day rates and out-of-hours charges.

SECTION 4: SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENT
The Service Level Agreement for the Internet Service varies with the method of
delivery. The SLA is in the form of a percentage Service Availability.

SERVICE AVAILABILITY
The SLA of the service is dependent upon the LANnet delivery service chosen.
For Internet Service delivered to a Data Centre Port within an InTechnology data
centre, the committed percentage availability over a 12 month period is 99.8%.
For Internet Service delivered to a customer site, please see the appropriate
LANnet ‘Service Spec’ for more detail of the committed percentage availability for
each type of access link.
Internet Service
Component

Availability

Equivalent
Downtime per
month

Internet bandwidth
provided to a service
hosted within
InTechnology's data
centre

99.8%

1 hour 30 minutes

SERVICE CREDITS
After the Internet Service has been in service for 12 months, the Customer may
claim any service credits due. A service credit will be due if the availability has
fallen below the specified minimum availability percentage averaged over the last
12 months, as reported by the InTechnology network management system,
adjusted for the following instances:
•
•
•
•
•

Service unavailable due to planned or emergency maintenance or during
the maintenance window specified in the Customer Service Plan (CSP)
Loss of power to the InTechnology equipment at the customer site
Unauthorised interference with the cabling to the on-site InTechnology
equipment
Faults traced to the customer or to faults on the customer's side of the
service termination point including local power or local area network
failure
Service unavailable due to contractual service suspension or to Force
Majeure

Planned maintenance can involve a temporary suspension of parts or all of the
services in order to enable us to undertake vital remedial, maintenance or
upgrade work. Controlled outages will always be notified to the Customer at least
7 days in advance and be planned in such a way as to have minimum impact on
the customer's operations.

Emergency maintenance required as a result of identifying a problem through
ongoing monitoring and management, that could potentially cause an outage or
failure of the Service, will be notified to the customer at the earliest possible time
and be managed in such a way as to have minimum impact on the customer's
operations.
Any service credits due are calculated as follows:
If the availability measured over 12 months is lower than the committed figure, a
proportionate amount of the annual charge will be refunded by way of a service
credit. The proportion will be the committed availability percentage minus the
achieved availability percentage. For example, if the committed availability is
99.8% and the achieved availability is 99.5%, the service credit is 0.3% of the
annual charge.

